Dielectrophoretic manipulation of particle mixtures employing asymmetric insulating posts.
A novel scheme for particle separation with insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP) was developed. This technique offers the capability for an inverted order in particle elution, where larger particles leave the system before smaller particles. Asymmetrically shaped insulating posts, coupled with direct current (DC) biased low-frequency alternating current (AC) electric potentials, were used to successfully separate a mixture of 500 nm and 1 μm polystyrene particles (size difference of 0.5 μm in diameter). In this separation, the 1 μm particles were eluted first, demonstrating the discriminatory potential of this methodology. To extend this technique to biological samples, a mixture containing Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells (6.3 μm) and 2 μm polystyrene particles was also separated, with the cells being eluted first. The asymmetric posts featured a shorter sharp half and a longer blunt half; this produced an asymmetry in the forces exerted on the particles. The negative DC offset produced a net displacement of the smaller particles toward the upstream direction, while the post asymmetry produced a net displacement of the larger particles toward the downstream direction. This new iDEP approach provides a setup where larger particles are quickly concentrated at the outlet of the post array and can be released first when in a mixture with smaller particles. This new scheme offers an extra set of parameters (alternating current amplitude, DC offset, post asymmetry, and shape) that can be manipulated to obtain a desired separation. This asymmetric post iDEP technique has potential for separations where it is important to quickly elute and enrich larger and more fragile cells in biological samples.